Leading wealth management firm
saves more than 1600 man-hours
per month automating 18 back-office
processes using Nividous platform
Organization
A leading private wealth management firm provides end-to-end wealth
management solutions, and aspires to be the most trusted wealth advisor for its
High Net Worth Individual (HNI) customers and partners.

Processes automated
Risk assessment and post-trade
operations

Consolidated report generation

Challenges

Portfolio management statements

The back-office staff and investment analysts spent a considerable amount of

authorization and distribution

time copying, validating and updating data between legacy systems, email

Industry

daily tasks.

Wealth management

applications, external websites, and Excel sheets in order to complete various

The client required frequent generation of reports, related to stock holding and
transactions, hedging, portfolio and assets performance, and cash balances.
Each report generated required:

Data to be manually downloaded from discrete systems and

transcribed into multiple templates Validation checks and formulas
executed

The process was time-consuming and the final output was
error-prone.

Critical mandatory risk assessment processes were also manual and required
multiple steps:

Download documents from stock exchange portals and servers
Retrieve customer transaction files from emails
Run rules-based validations on the data
Upload a file on a desktop application

Any error in uploading the risk assessment file could result in
regulatory violation and huge penalty.

"We have utilized Nividous RPA Bots
to automate the end-to-end
generation of over 18 reports,
covering risk, operations, and
portfolio management functions.
By further expanding the use of
Nividous RPA Bots, we have also
successfully automated a digital
signature process saving us a
considerable amount of time,
effort, and cost.”
Head of Technology & Transformation
A Leading Wealth Management Firm

Generation of the daily post-trade report, containing a stock transaction summary for each customer, was also a manual task.
A user was required to:

Download 28 unique files from various exchange servers

Apply rules-based mapping to consolidate the data into a single file and upload a desktop application
High complexity and a high volume of trades created high probability of human errors.

Solution
In less than 8 weeks, Nividous RPA Bots were deployed to automate the end-to-end generation of more than 18 reports, risk
assessments and post-trade processes.
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Solution
The Bots were trained to perform all the manual operations such as reading emails, accessing web-based portals and

legacy applications to download excel files and copy information to other files applying complex formulas and
validations and generating final output

Upon successful completion of each process, the Bots sent an email to the user with an audit history
Human intervention was only required to manage exceptions which were less than 1%
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About Nividous Platform:
Nividous platform is built on a strong foundation of user experience and with security and scalability in mind. This allows rapid unattended, attended and
AI-enabled automation that accelerates business growth allowing organizations to work at their peak efficiency with rapid ROI and lowest TCO.

Nividous is one of the very few platforms that offer key Hyperautomation capabilities out of the box. Robotic Process Automation, Business Process
Management and Artificial Intelligence, the key components of Hyperautomation have been developed natively within the platform. This combination of
technologies allows for very sophisticated processes to be automated to free human workers from repetitive, mundane tasks.

About Nividous:
Nividous helps you to unleash the true potential of your workforce by humanizing work with its Hyperautomation platform.
The Nividous leadership team has decades of experience delivering hundreds of digital process automation solutions in companies and organizations of
various sizes around the world.

Leveraging its tremendous domain expertise, the Nividous team offers vertical solutions that are RPA and AI-enabled and built on configurable process
automation capabilities to empower businesses to operate with flexibility and agility. Nividous also offers end-to-end professional services that include
process discovery, implementation, support, and building Centers of Excellence (CoE).
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